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We consider the problem:
2u+hu+ f (u)=0 in 0R
u=0 on 0R
u>0 in 0R ,
where 0R #[x # RN | R&1<|x|<R+1], and the function f and the constant h
satisfy suitable assumptions.
This problem is invariant under the orthogonal coordinate transformations, in
other words, O(N )-symmetric. We investigate how the symmetry affects to the
structure of positive solutions. For a closed subgroup G of O(N ), we consider a
natural group action G_S N&1  S N&1. Then, we give a partial order on the space
of G-orbits. Then, with respect to the partial order, a critical (locally minimal ) orbi-
tal set will be defined. As a main result of this paper, we show that, when R  ,
a critical orbital set produces a solution of our problem whose energy is concen-
trated around a scaled critical orbital set.  2000 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
Consider the following equation:
2u+u p=0 in 0R
u=0 on 0R (1)
u>0 in 0R ,
where 0R #[x # RN | R&1<|x|<R+1] and 1<p<(N+2)(N&2) for
N3, 1<p< for N=2.
The problem (1) is invariant under the orthogonal coordinate transfor-
mation, that is, O(N )-symmetric. when R<1 in problem (1), the domain
0R is a ball. Then, the solutions are O(N )-symmetric, in other words,
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radially symmetric. This is an elegant result of Gidas, Ni, and Nirenberg
[GNN]. On the basis of the symmetric property of the solutions, a unique-
ness of a solution of problem (1) was proved [GNN], [NN]. On the other
hand, although an annulus has the same symmetric property with a ball,
Brezis and Nirenberg pointed out in [BN] that there exists a non-radial
solution of problem (1) when R>1, n3 and (N+2)(N&2)& p is
positive and sufficiently small. In fact, they showed that the minimal energy
solutions of problem (1) is not radial symmetric in the above case. Further-
more, Coffman [Co] proved that, in two-dimensional case, the number of
non-radial and nonequivalent solutions of problem (1) goes to  as
R  . Here we say that u and v in H 1, 20 (0R) are nonequivalent if u( } ){
v(g } ) for any g # O(N ). The same result was obtained by Y. Y. Li for N4
[Li] and by the author for N=3 [By1]. In [BN], [Co], [Li], [Lin],
and [MS], the non-radial solutions of (1) which have globally minimal
energies in some symmetric functions classes have been studied. On the
other hand, in [By1] the author proved an existence of locallyrather
than globallyminimal energy solutions of (1) in certain symmetric func-
tions classes when the space dimension is three, from which it was shown
that the number of nonequivalent non-radial positive solutions of (1) goes
to infinity as R  .
It is interesting to note that the O(N)-symmetry has two contrasting
effects on the structure of the positive solutions: when the domain is a ball,
the symmetry makes the structure of solutions of problem (1) to be simple;
on the other hand, when the domain is an annulus, to be complicated.
Thus, it is natural to wonder why this contrasting effect of the O(N)-symmetry
on the structure of the positive solutions occurs. Heuristically, we can
explain this phenomena, in a variational sense, as follows.
For any closed subgroup G of O(N ), we define
H GR #[u # H
1, 2
0 (0R) | u(x)=u(gx) for any x # 0R , g # G].
We denote u+(x)#max[u(x), 0]. Then, from the principle of symmetric
criticality [P], we see that any critical point of the energy functional
1(u)#
1
2 |0R |{u|
2 dx&
1
p+1 |0R u
p+1
+ dx
in H GR is a solution of problem (1). We define a Nehari manifold
H#{u # H GR>[0] } |0R |{u|
2&u p+1+ dx=0= .
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It is easy to see that any solution of problem (1) in H GR is a critical point
of 1 on H. For any u # H, we see that
1(u)=\12&
1
p+1+ |0R u
p+1
+ dx.
It is easy to see that 1 is bounded away from 0 on H We consider the
natural group action G_0R  0R . In view of the concentrated compact-
ness principle, we can imagine roughly that, when the derivative of the
energy functional at u # H GR is very close to zero and 1(u) is uniformly
bounded, an energy density
u p+1+
is concentrated around a finite union of some G-orbits. Thus we can expect
that, when the energy density of certain functions in H GR depend highly on
a structure of G-orbits, a critical (in a sense of magnitude of orbits) G-orbit
reproduces a critical point of the energy functional. When R<1, that is,
0R is a ball, the action G_0R  0R has only one critical orbit [0].
Hence, the energy functional is not much affected, in a variational sense, by
the symmetry of problem (1). On the other hand, when R>1, that is, 0R
is an annulus, as we can see in Section 2, the action G_0R  0R has
many critical orbits for certain closed subgroup G of O(N ). When R is very
close to 1, the effect of the critical orbital actions to the energy functional
is very small. Eventually, their effect is ignored. In fact, there exists a
unique solution of problem (1) when R is very close to 1 (see [Dan]). By
way of opposition, as R  , the energy of certain functions depend more
highly on a structure of G-orbits. Then, as R  , a rich variety of positive
solutions due to critical G-orbits appear.
We will see that a rich structure of the space of orbits under the action
of some closed subgroups of O(N ) on SN&1 brings about a rich variety of
positive solutions of (1), almost all of which never have been found in the
literature, as R  . In this paper we consider only the case that for a sub-
group G of O(N ), an orbit xG=[g } x | g # G] is finite for some x # SN&1.
In a forthcoming paper, we will consider the other cases.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, we state basic assump-
tions and prepare some necessary results. In Section 2, we study a structure
of orbits under the action of some closed subgroups of O(N ) on sphere. In
the section, we define a locally minimal orbital set, which is only a possible
type of a critical orbital set (refer Remark 1). Our main theorem will be
stated Section 3. In Section 4, we will prove our main theorem. Lastly, in
Section 5 some interesting related questions will be stated.
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1. PRELIMINARY
We consider the following problem:
2u+hu+ f (u)=0 in 0R
u=0 on 0R (2)
u>0 in 0R ,
where 0R #[x # RN | R&1<|x|<R+1]. We assume that the function f
and the constant h satisfy the following conditions:
(A1) h<?24;
(A2) f is continuously differentiable on R;
(A3) f (t)=0 for t0, and there exist a constant % # (0, 1) such that
0< f (t)<%f $(t) t for all t>0.
(A4) | f (t)|+| f $(t) t|C |t| p&1 for some C>0, where p # (2, 2N
(N&2)) in case N3 and p # (1, ) in case N=2.
Since the first eigenfunction of the Laplace operator &2 on 0R with
Dirichlet boundary condition zero is radially symmetric, we easily deduce
that the corresponding first eigenvalue goes to ?24 as R  . Then, it is
easy to see that for h>?24, there is no solution of problem (2) for
sufficiently large R. Thus condition (A1) is natural.
Let G be a closed subgroup of O(N ). We denote
H GR#[u # H 1, 20 (0R) | u(g } )=u( } ), g # G].
For any u # H 1, 20 (0R), we define its energy
1(u)#
1
2 |0R |{u|
2&hu2 dx&|
0R
F(u) dx,
where F(u)#u0 f (t) dt is a primitive of f. If conditions (A1A4) hold, we
see that problem (2) has a minimal energy solution UR (see [Rab]).
Moreover the energy of UR is given by
1R # inf
0u # H0
1, 2(0R)"[0]
max
t # (0, )
1(tu).
(Refer [NT]). Then, we deduce the following symmetric property of a
minimal energy solution UR .
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Proposition 1.1. For some g # O(N ), we have
UR(g } ) # H O(N&1)IR .
Moreover, it holds that UR(g(x1 , ..., xN))UR(g( y1 , ..., yN)) if x21+ } } }
+x2N= y
2
1+ } } } + y
2
N and xN yN .
Proof. By taking a suitable g # G, we can assume that UR(g(x1 , ..., xN))
attains a maximum on the positive xN -axis. For any !=(!1 , ..., !N) # S N&1
with !N=0, let H! be the two dimensional subspace of RN containing !
and (0, ..., 0, 1). For any x # SN&1, denote x! the projection of x onto the
hyperplane H! . Then, for x!{0, we define %1 an angle of x # 0R with
respect to H! by
cos %1=
(x!, (0, ..., 0, 1))
|x!|
, %1 # [&?, ?).
For convenience’s sake, we assume that !=xN&1 . Then, we introduce the
polar coordinates:
{
x1=r cos %N&1 ,
x2=r sin %N&1cos %N&2 ,
b
xN&2=r sin %N&1 sin %N&2 } } } cos %2 ,
xN&1=r sin %N&1 sin %N&2 } } } sin %2 sin %1 ,
xN=r sin %N&1 sin %N&2 } } } sin %2cos %1 ,
where r=- x21+ } } } +x2N , &?%1<?, 0%j? for j=2, ..., N&1. We
write simply UR(r, %1 , ..., %N&1) for UR(g(x1 , ..., xN)). Note that
dx=rN&1 sin %2 sin2 %3 } } } sinN&2 %N&1 dr d%1 } } } d%N&1 ,
and
|{xUR |2=X1 }URd%1 }
2
+ } } } +XN&1 } URd%N&1 }
2
+XN }URdr }
2
for some functions X1 , ..., XN , independent of %1 . Moreover, we see
2 \URd%1++h \
UR
d%1++ f $(UR) \
UR
d%1 +=0.
Then, from [HT, (1.7) Theorem], we see that for almost all (r, %2 , ..., %N&1) #
(R&1, R+1)_[0, ?]N&2, the zeros of URd%1 (r, } , %2 , ..., %N&1) is a finite sub-
set of [&?, ?). We note that the function UR(r, %1 , ..., %N&1) is 2?-periodic
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with respect to %1 . Then, denoting U* the Steiner symmetrization with
respect to %1 (refer [K]), we have
1(tU*R)1(tUR), t/(0, ),
where the equality holds if and only if U*R(%1)=UR(%1) (refer [K,
Theorem 2.31]). From this observation and condition (A3), we conclude
that
UR(g } ) # H O(N&1)IR for some g # O(N).
(For detail, refer [NT, Proposition 5.1].) K
We state a concentrated compactness principle for functions invariant
under the action of a closed subgroup G of O(N ). We define
BG(x, C )#[gy | y # B(x, C ) and g # G],
where B(x, C ) is an open ball of radius C centered at x in RN.
Proposition 1.2 (A Concentrated Compactness Principle). Suppose
that the functions [vR]/L1(RN) are nonnegative, and that 0R vR dx=1.
Then there is a subsequence [vR]R such that one of the following three
conditions holds:
(1) (compactness) there exists a sequence [xR]/RN such that for
any =>0, there is a radius C>0 with the property
|
BG (xR , C )
vR dx1&= for all R;
(2) (vanishing) for all C>0, there holds
lim
R  
sup
x # RN
|
BG (x, C )
vR dx=0;
(3) (dichotomy) there exist * # (0, 1) such that for any =>0, there
exist [xR]/RN and R0 with following property: for any RR0 , there exist
C, CR with limR   CR=, such that
}*&|BG(xR , C ) vR dx }+ } 1&*&|RN "BG (xR , CR) vR dx }<=.
This is a variant of a concentrated compactness principle of P. L. Lions.
The proof is almost same with that of [Lions, Lemma 1.1]. Only a
difference is that a standard ball B(x, C ) is replaced by a G-ball BG(x, C ).
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Moreover, a concentrated compactness principle holds when we replace
standard balls B(x, C ) by sets A(x, C ) satisfying following properties:
(i) A(x, C)/A(x, C$) for CC$, and C>0 A(x, C )=RN for each
x # RN;
(ii) x # RN A(x, C)=RN for any C>0; and
(iii) there exists a constant |>0 such that if A(x, C) & A( y, D){<,
then A(x, C) _ A( y, D)/A(x, |(C+D)).
Obviously, the G-balls BG(x, C ), x # RN, C>0, satisfy above properties
(i)(iii).
We consider the following elliptic problem on an infinite strip-like
domain:
2u+hu+ f (u)=0 in (&1, 1)_RN&1
u=0 on [&1, 1]_RN&1
(3)
u>0 in (&1, 1)_RN&1,
lim
|x|  0
u(x)=0.
Then we have the following result.
Proposition 1.3. Suppose that a function f and a constant h satisfy
conditions (A1)(A4). Then, there exists a minimal energy solution V of
problem (3). Moreover, any solution of problem (3) has the following
properties:
(i) V(x1 , } ) is radially symmetric up to an translation;
(ii) Vs (x1 , x2 , ..., xN)<0 for |x1 |{1, s#- x22+ } } } +x2N {0; and
(iii) Vn(x1 , x2 , ..., xN)C exp(&c(x22+ } } } +x
2
N)
12) for some constants
c, C>0.
The proof of the above result can be found in [By2, Proposition 3.1],
[Es], [L], and [BeN].
We know that Steiner symmetrization preserves an integral of a positive
function and reduces a gradient norm of the function. Furthermore, if two
functions have disjoint supports, the symmetrization reduces strictly the
gradient norm of sum of two functions. We will estimate the difference in
terms of the given two functions. Suppose that u and v in C(RN) have
disjoint compact supports, and are continuously differentiable on their sup-
ports, respectively. For x # RN, we write x=( y, x$), y # R and x$ # RN&1.
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Then, we assume that for each x$ # RN&1, there exist s i (x$), i=1, ..., 6 such
that
&<s1s2 } } } s6<+
and
u( y, x$)=0 for y # (&, s1) _ (s3 , +),
u( y, x$)
y
>0 for y # (s1 , s2),
u( y, x$)
y
<0 for y # (s2 , s3),
v( y, x$)=0 for y # (&, s4) _ (s6 , +),
v( y, x$)
y
>0 for y # (s4 , s5),
v( y, x$)
y
<0 for y # (s5 , s6)
Let Xk : RN&1  R(k=1, ..., N) be nonnegative functions. Define W( y, x$)
=u( y, x$)+v( y, x$), and let W* be the Steiner symmetrization of W with
respect to y=0 ( refer [K] for the definition). Then we have the following
result which is one of key ingredients for the proof of our main theorem.
Proposition 1.4. Suppose that there exists a constant D>0 such that
for x$ # RN&1 with |x$|D, it holds that
|
R
X1(x$) } uy }
2
dyD and |
R
X1(x$) } vy }
2
dyD.
Then there exists a positive constant D* depending only on D and N, such
that
|
RN {X1(x$) }
W
y }
2
+ :
N
k=2
Xk (x$) } Wxk }
2
= dx$ dy
D*+|
RN {X1(x$) }
W*
y }
2
+ :
N
k=2
Xk (x$) } W*xk }
2
= dx$ dy.
Proof. Fix a x$ # RN&1. We denote
a(x$)#max[u(s2(x$), x$), v(s5(x$), x$)]
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and
b(x$)#min[u(s2(x$), x$), v(s5(x$), x$)].
We denote
s*(x$)=(s6(x$)&s4(x$)+s3(x$)&s1(x$))2,
and define intervals #i , i=1, ..., 4 by
#1=(s1 , s2), #2=(s2 , s3), #3=(s4 , s5) and #4=(s5 , s6).
For each * # (0, a(x$)), we denote yi (*, x$) the unique value of y in #i for
which W( yi , x$)=*, (i=1, ..., 4) if there exists, and y*(*, x$) the unique
value of y in (0, s*) for which W*( y*, x$)=*. For convenience’s sake, we
assume that a(x$)=W(s2(x$), x$). Then we see that
y*(*, x$)= 12 :
4
i=1
(&1) i yi (*, x$) for * # (0, b],
and
y*(*, x$)= 12 ( y2(*, x$)& y1(*, x$)) for * # (b, a).
We note that for each i=1, ..., 4,
W
y
=\yi* +
&1
in #i
W
xk
=&
yi
xk \
y i
* +
&1
, k=2, ..., N in #i ,
and that
W*
y
=\y** +
&1
in (0, s*)
W*
xk
=&
y*
xk \
y*
* +
&1
, k=2, ..., N in (0, s*).
Moreover, we see that
y*
*
=
1
2
:
4
i=1
(&1) i
yi
*
,
y*
xk
=
1
2
:
4
i=1
(&1) i
y i
xk
for * # (0, b),
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and
y*
*
=
1
2 \
y2 *&
y1
* + ,
y*
xk
=
1
2 \
y2
xk
&
y1
xk+ for * # (b, a).
Note that
:
4
i=1
|
#i
:
N
k=2
Xk (x$) } Wxk }
2
dy
= :
4
i=1
|
b
0 }
yi
* }
&1
:
N
k=2
Xk (x$) } yixk }
2
d*
+ :
2
i=1
|
a
b }
yi
* }
&1
:
N
k=2
Xk (x$) } y ixk }
2
d*
and
|
s*(x$)
&s*(x$)
:
N
k=2
Xk (x$) } W*xk }
2
dy*
=2 |
b
0 }
y*
* }
&1
:
N
k=2
Xk (x$) } y*xk }
2
d*
+2 |
a
b }
y*
* }
&1
:
N
k=2
Xk (x$) } y*xk }
2
d*
=|
b
0 } :
4
i=1
(&1) i
yi
* }
&1
:
N
k=2
Xk } :
4
i=1
(&1) i
yi
xk }
2
d*
+|
a
b }
y2
*
&
y1
* }
&1
:
N
k=2
Xk } y
2
xk
&
y1
xk }
2
d*.
Then, since it holds that for any constants ai>0 and bi , i=1, ..., 4,
:
l
i=1
(b i)2
ai

( li=1 b i)
2
 li=1 ai
(l=2 or 4),
we deduce that
:
4
i=1
|
#i
:
N
k=2
Xk (x$) } Wxk }
2
dy|
s*(x$)
&s$(x$)
:
N
k=2
Xk (x$) } W*xk }
2
dy*.
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Furthermore, we see that
:
4
i=1
|
#i
X1(x$) } Wy }
2
dy= :
4
i=1
|
b
0 }
yi
* }
&1
X1(x$) d*
+ :
2
i=1
|
a
b
X1(x$) } y
i
* }
&1
d*
and
|
s*(x$)
&s*(x$)
X1(x$) }W*y }
2
dy*
=2 |
b
0 }
y*
* }
&1
X1(x$) d*+2 |
a
b }
y*
* }
&1
X1(x$) d*
=4 |
b
0 } :
4
i=1
(&1) i
yi
* }
&1
X1(x$) d*+4 |
a
b
X1(x$) } y
2
*
&
y1
* }
&1
d*.
Note that for any positive constants a, b, c and d, the following inequalities
hold:
1
a
+
1
b

4
a+b
,
1
a
+
1
b
+
1
c
+
1
d

4
a+b+c+d
+max {1a+
1
b
,
1
c
+
1
d= .
Hence we deduce that
|
RN {X1(x$) }
W
y }
2
+ :
N
k=2
Xk (x$) } Wxk }
2
= dy dx$
|
RN {X1(x$) }
W*
y }
2
+ :
N
k=2
Xk (x$) } W*xk }
2
= dy dx$
+|
|x$|<D
D dx$.
Therefore, we obtain the claimed inequality for some D*, depending only
on D and N. K
2. A STRUCTURE OF ORBITS SPACE
Let G be a closed subgroup of an orthogonal group O(N ). Then the
group G acts on SN&1 by linear transformations. We denote the action by
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g } x for g # G and x # SN&1. Denote the G-orbit of x by xG=[g } x | g # G]
for x # SN&1. Define *(xG ) the number of element of the orbit xG when
the orbit xG is a finite set. We define *(xG )= when the orbit xG is not
a finite set. We, then, give a partial order O on the space [xG | x # SN&1]
as follows:
xGOyG
if and only if
*(xG )<*( yG ).
Definition 2.1. A set M/S N&1 is called a locally minimal orbital set
under the action of G if M is invariant under the action of G and a minimal
set satisfying the following conditions:
(i) for any x, y # M, it holds that *(xG )=*( yG )<; and
(ii) there exists a positive constant $0>0 such that for any
y # [z # SN&1 | dist(z, M)$0]"M and x # M, it holds that xGOyG.
In particular, a G-invariant set M/SN&1 is called the globally minimal
orbital set under the action of G/O(N) if above properties (i) and (ii)
hold with $0>4.
We call a set M a minimal orbital set when M is the globally minimal
orbital set or a locally minimal orbital set.
We note that, when *(xG)< for some x # S N&1, the existence of the
globally minimal orbital set under the action of closed subgroup of O(N )
is obvious. Moreover, the globally minimal orbital set is unique for each
closed subgroup G of O(N ). Definition 2.1 says that, if M is a minimal
orbital set under the action of G/O(N ), then the group G acts locally
minimally at M in a sense of partial order O.
Remark 1. In Definition 2.1, we defined a minimal orbital set. As men-
tioned in introduction, it is natural to think of a critical orbital set. We can
define a critical orbital manifold M/SN&1 under the action of a closed
subgroup G/O(N ) as follows.
A set M/SN&1 is called a critical orbital set under the action of a
closed subgroup G/O(N ) if M is invariant under the action of G and a
minimal set satisfying the following conditions:
(i) for any x, y # M, it holds that *(xG )=*( yG )<,
(ii) for each x # M, and a geodesic circle # containing x, a function
m( y)#*( yG) defined on # has a local minimum or maximum value at x.
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Let M be a critical minimal orbital set under the action of a closed sub-
group G/O(N ). Then, for each x # M, we can take a positive number $
such that dist( y, x)>2$ for any y # xG"[x]. Then it is easy to see that
*(zG )*(xG ) for dist (x, z)<$, This implies that M is a minimal orbi-
tal set. Thus a minimal orbital set is only a possible type of a critical orbital
set. K
Here we will see some examples.
Examples. 1. G=Gk O(N&2)/O(N ), where Gk is a subgroup of
O(2) generated by an rotation trough an angle of 2?k. Then we can show
easily the following results.
Case 1. N=2.
The globally minimal orbital set: S1
{(S1 with *(xG )=k for x # S 1.)No other minimal orbital sets.
Case 2. N=3.
{
The globally minimal orbital set: [(x1 , x2 , x3) # S 2 | x1=x2=0].
(S 0 with *(xG )=2 for x # S0.)
Locally minimal orbital sets: [(x1 , x2 , x3) # S 2 | x3=0].
(S 1 with *(xG )=k for x # S1.)
Case 3. N4.
{
The globally minimal orbital set
: [(x1 , ..., xN) # SN&1 | x3= } } } =xN=0].
(S1 with *m(xG )=k for x # S 1.)
No other minimal orbital sets.
2. G=[g # O(N ) | g fixes a polytope [(x1 , ..., xN) | |x1 |+ } } } +
|xN |=1]] .
{
The globally minimal orbital set
: [(x1 , ..., xN) # SN&1 | |xi |=1 for some i # [1, ..., N]].
Locally minimal orbital sets
: Ml #[(x1 , ..., xN) # SN&1 | |xi1 |= } } } =|x il |=1- l,
1ij {ikN for any 1 j{kN],
l=1, } } } N.
Now we see a nice structure of a minimal orbital set.
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Proposition 2.2. If M/SN&1 is a minimal orbital set under the action
of G, then M is closed and any component of M is a totally geodesic closed
submanifold of SN&1.
Proof. The closedness of M is easily followed from the definition of a
minimal orbital set.
We claim that for each x0 # M, there exists a constant C>0 such that,
denoting a geodesic curve connecting x0 and x # B(x0 , C ) & M by #(x0 , x),
we have B(x0 , C ) & #(x0 , x)/M. If M is discrete, our assertion is trivial.
We assume that M is not discrete. Fix a point x0 # M. If the x0 is an
isolated point of M, there is nothing to do. Thus we assume that the x0 is
not an isolated point of M. Since the orbit x0G is a finite set, we can take
a point x # M"[x0] such that
dist(x, x0)<C# 12min[1, $0 , min[dist(x0 , y) | y # x0G"[x0]]].
Then we consider a geodesic curve #(x0 , x) connecting x0 and x. To prove
that
B(x0 , C ) & #(x0 , x)/M,
where B(x0 , C ) is a ball on SN&1 of radius C centered at x0 , it suffices to
show that *( yG )=*(x0G ) for any y # B(x0 , C ) & #(x0 , x). Note that for
any g # G, the action g: S N&1  S N&1 is a linear isometry. Thus, a geodesic
curve g#(x0 , x) is the unique geodesic curve connecting gx0 and gx. Then,
from the definition of a minimal orbital set, we deduce easily that *( yG )
=*(xG )=*(x0G ) for any y # B(x0 , C ) & #(x0 , x). Thus, we see that
B(x0 , C ) & #(x0 , x)/M. From above claim, we easily deduce that the set
M is a submanifold of SN&1, and that any component of M is totally
geodesic. K
Corollary 2.3. Suppose that M$ is a component of a minimal orbital
set M/SN&1 under the action of G, and that its dimension n is larger than
or equal to 1. Then, there exist !1 , ..., !N&1&n # RN such that
M$=[x # S N&1 | (x, !i)=0, i=1, ..., N&1&n] .
Proof. It follows from the fact that M$ is a totally geodesic submanifold
of S N&1. Refer [J, Section 3.4]. K
Corollary 2.4. For each closed subgroup G of O(N ), there are only a
finite number of minimal orbital set. And, the number of components of a
minimal orbital set is finite.
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Proof. Let x be contained in some minimal orbital set M under the
action of G. Define
2$#min[min[dist(x, y) | y # xG"[x]], $0],
where $0 is given in the definition of a minimal orbital set. Let B(x, $) be
a ball in S N&1 with center x and radius $. We define an isotropy subgroup
Gx of G at x by
Gx=[g # G | g } x=x].
For any y # B(x, $)"M, we have *( yG)>*(xG ). Let # be a geodesic
circle connecting x and y. Then it is easy to see that
*(zG )=*(zGx)_*(xG) for any z # B(x, $) & #.
Also, it is easy to see that
*(zGx)=*( yGx) for any z # B(x, $) & #.
Then, from the definition of a minimal orbital set, we deduce that for any
minimal orbital set M0,
M0 & (B(x, $)"M )=<.
Then, since a sphere SN&1 is compact, our assertion follows. K
Then, from Corollary 2.4, we easily obtain the following result.
Corollary 2.5. The globally minimal orbital set M under the action of
G/O(N ) is a finite disjoint union of locally minimal orbital sets.
It seems that there exists a systematic method to find locally minimal
orbital sets under the action of G/O(N ) from the globally minimal orbital
set under the action of G when the globally minimal orbital set has a finite
number of elements. We assume that the globally minimal orbital set M
under the action of G is finite. Furthermore, we assume that there is no
proper subspace of RN invariant under the action of G. Then it is easy to
see that *(xG )N for any x # M. Let M=[x1 , ..., xm], mN. Then, it is
obvious that there exist [z1 , ..., zk]/M such that
zi G & zj G=<, i{ j
and
M= .
k
i=1
zi G.
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Then each zi G, i=1, ..., k, is a locally minimal orbital set. For each
i # [1, ..., k], we denote (zi G) the smallest subspace of RN containing zi G.
Then, it follows easily that the space (zi G) is invariant under the action
of G for i # [1, ..., k]. Hence we have (xi G) =RN. For each i # [1, ..., k],
let [x i1 , ..., x
i
l] be the elements of zi G. From the definition of the globally
minimal orbital set, we see that the number of elements of zi G is inde-
pendent of i. For each i # [1, ..., k], we define a polytope generated from
zi G by
P(zi G )#[t1x i1+ } } } +tlx
i
l | t1+ } } } +t l=1 and t j0, j=1, ..., l ].
We easily see that P(zi G ) is invariant under the action of G. For any
nonnegative integer n, we denote
(zi G)(n)=[the n-dimensional facets of P(zi G)] .
Then the group G acts on (zi G )(n). Denote the dimension of P(zi G ) by d i .
For i # [1, ..., k] and n # [0, 1, ..., di], define
(zi G )n #{ x|x| } x is the center of A # (zi G )(n)=/S N&1.
We see that the group G acts on (zi G )n . Then it is expected that the
following holds.
The [(zi G )n | i # [1, ..., k], n # [0, ..., di] is the set of locally minimal
orbital sets under the action of G.
We note that the above anticipation can be showed easily for N=3 and
a group G/O(N) given in Examples 2.
3. STATEMENT OF RESULT
Let M be a locally minimal orbital set under the action of a closed
subgroup G/O(N ) on S N&1. Then we have the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that the function f satisfies conditions (A1)(A4).
Then, for sufficiently large R>0, there exists a solution uR # H GR of problem
(2) such that
(i) for some xR # [Rx | x # M] and C, c>0, independent of R,
uR(x)C exp(&c dist(x, xRG ));
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(ii) if xR is a maximum point of uR , then xR|xR | # M for sufficiently
large R; and
(iii) for any x # M,
lim
R  
1(uR)=*(xG ) 1 ,
where 1  is the energy of the solution V stated in Proposition 1.3.
In [BN], [Co], [Li], and [Lin], the globally minimal energy solutions
of (1) in H GR have been investigated when the closed subgroup G of O(N )
is of forms, Gk O(N&2), k=2, 3, ... and O(l )O(N&l ), l=2, ..., N&2.
Here, the Gk is a subgroup of O(2) generated by rotation through an angle
of 2?k. In [MS], when the space dimension is three, using the complete
classification of closed subgroups of O(3), they investigated the globally
minimal energy solutions in H GR for all closed subgroups of O(3). In the
following we will see the asymptotic properties(as R  ) of globally mini-
mal energy solutions in H GR for a closed subgroup G of O(N ) when
*(xG )< for some x # S N&1. We characterize the properties of globally
minimal energy solutions of (2) in H GR in terms of the intrinsic property of
group action G_SN&1  S N&1. In the following Proposition 3.2, the
asymptotic properties of a (globally) minimal energy solution as R   is
stated. The proof will be deleted since it can be showed by a similar
manner as in the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Proposition 3.2. Assume that G is a closed subgroup of O(N ) with a
globally minimal orbital set M. Let uR be a (globally) minimal energy
solution of (2) in H GR . Then there exist [xR]/[Rx | x # M] such that
(i) for some C, c>0, independent of R,
uR(x)C exp(&c dist(x, xRG ));
(ii) if xR is a maximum point of uR , then xR|xR | # M for sufficiently
large R; and
(iii) for any x # M,
lim
R  
1(uR)=*(xG ) 1 ,
where 1  is the energy of the solution V stated in Proposition 1.3.
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4. PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1 AND PROPOSITION 3.2
By the definition of a locally minimal orbital set, there exists a small
$0>0 such that if 0<dist( y, M )$0 and x # M, then xGOyG. Denoting
M$=[ y # S N&1 | dist( y, M)$] ,
we see that M$ is invariant under the action of G. Denote
MR={x # 0R } x|x| # M=
and
M $R={x # 0R } x|x| # M$= .
Define a function /R as follows;
/R(x)=0 for x # M $0R
R for x # 0R"M $0R .
Then, we consider the following variational problem:
1R, M #inf {1(u) | 1 $(u) u=0, |0R /R u
p+1 dx1, u # H GR "[0]= , (4)
where
1(u)= 12 |
0R
|{u|2&hu2 dx&|
0R
F(u) dx,
and
1 $(u) u=|
0R
|{u|2&hu2& f (u) u dx.
We would like to show that any non-negative minimizer of 1R, M is a solu-
tion of (2) satisfying properties (i)(iii) of Theorem 3.1. The existence of a
minimizer follows from a standard argument. Let uR, M be a nonnegative
minimizer of problem (4) which attains 1R, M . For convenience’s sake, we
write uR instead of uR, M as far as no confusion arises. By the Lagrange
multiplier rule and the principle of symmetric criticality [P], there exist
constants :(R) and ;(R) such that the following equation holds
2uR+hu+ f (uR)+:(R)(22uR+2hu+ f (uR)+ f $(uR) uR)
+;(R) /Ru pR=0. (5)
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We note that if the strict inequality, 0R /R u
p+1
R dx<1, holds, then it holds
that ;(R)=0. In this case, since we have
|
0R
|{uR |2&hu2& f (uR) uR dx=0,
from condition (A3) we easily deduce that :(R)=0. Then, uR is a solution
of problem (2). Hence we would like to show that the strict inequality,
0R /Ru
p+1
R dx<1, holds for sufficiently large R. To show this, we begin
with the following lemma.
Lemma 4.1. If :(R) and ;(R) are Lagrange multipliers in Eq. (5), then
we have
;(R)0:(R).
Proof. If the strict inequality, 0R /Ru
p+1
R dx<1, holds, we see that
:(R)=;(R)=0. Hence, it suffices to show the required inequalities in the
case that the equality, 0R /R u
p+1
R dx=1, holds. Multiplying Eq. (5)
through by the function uR and integrating by parts, we see
:(R) |
0R
f $(uR) u2R& f (uR) uR dx+;(R) |
0R
/R u p+1R dx=0.
Hence, from assumption (A3), the non-negativeness of :(R) will be
followed if we show the non-positiveness of ;(R). We will show the
non-positiveness of ;(R). We take any nonnegative function 1 # C 0 (M
$0
R )
& H GR "[0]. Then we claim that
|
0R
2 {uR {1&2huR 1& f (uR) 1& f $(uR) uR 1 dx{0.
If this is not true, then from Eq. (5), it follows that
1
2 |
0R
( f (uR)& f $(uR) uR) 1 dx+;(R) |
0R
/R u pR 1 dx
= 12 |
0R
( f (uR)& f $(uR) uR) 1 dx=0.
This contradicts condition (A3); and prove the claim.
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Take a nonnegative function 2 # C 0 (0R"M
$0
R ) & H
G
R "[0]. Then we
consider a function A # C1(R2) defined by
A(s, t)=|
0R
|{(uR&s1+t2)|2&h(uR&s1+t2)2 dx
&|
0R
f (uR&s1+t2)(uR&s1+t2) dx.
Then we see that
A(0, 0)=0 and

t
A(0, 0){0.
By the implicit function theorem, there exists a differentiable function
s: (&=, =)  R for some =>0 such that A(s(t), t)=0 for any t # (&=, =). We
note that
d
dt } t=0 |0R /R(uR&s(t) 1+t2)
p+1 dx
=( p+1) |
0R
/Ru pR 2 dx>0.
Hence there exists a constant =0 # (0, =) such that
|
0R
/R(uR&s(t) 1+t2) p+1 dx<1 for any t # (&=0 , 0).
Thus, it follows that
d
dt } t=0 _|0R
1
2
|{(uR&s(t) 1+t2)|2&
h
2
(uR&s(t) 1+t2)2 dx
&|
0R
F(uR&s(t) 1+t2) dx&
=|
0R
{uR{(2&s$(0) 1)&huR(2&s$(0) 1) dx
&|
0R
f (uR)(2&s$(0) 1) dx
0.
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Since we have A(s(t), t)=0 for any t # (&=, =), from Eq. (5) we deduce
|
0R
{uR {(2&s$(0) 1)&huR(2&s$(0) 1)& f (uR)(2&s$(0) 1) dx
=;(R) |
0R
/R2u pR dx.
Therefore, we conclude ;(R)0; and completes the proof. K
Rewriting Eq. (5), we see that
2uR+huR+ f (uR)+
:(R)
1+2:(R)
( f $(uR) uR& f (uR))
=&
;(R)
1+2:(R)
/Ru p. (6)
By proving that the uR decays exponentially, with respect to R, to zero
on 0R&M $0R as R  , we will show that the strict inequality
0R /Ru
p+1
R dx<1 holds for sufficiently large R. To do this, we need the
following proposition.
Lemma 4.2. Assume that S be a closed proper submanifold of SN&1
with smooth boundary. Denote SR=[x # 0R | x|x| # S]. Suppose that uR #
H 1, 20 (0R) satisfies Eq. (6) with ;(R)0:(R), that the nonnegative
function uR is uniformly bounded with respect to R, and that uR(x)  0 as
dist(x, SR)  , then there exist constants c, C>0, independent of R, such
that
uR(x)C exp(&c dist(x, SR)).
Proof. Find a smooth function  on SN&1 such that
(!)=0 ! # S,
(!)>0 ! # S N&1"S.
For each #>0, we define
9#(x)=C cos(( |x|&R) ?2(1+#)) exp (&cR(x|x| )),
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where constants c, C and # will be determined later. Then, we see that,
denoting r=|x|,
29#(x)=\ 
2
r2
+
N&1
r

r
+
1
r2
2SN&1+ 9#(x)
=\& ?
2
4(1+#)2
&
(N&1) ?
2r(1+#)
tan
(r&R) ?
2(1+#)
&
cR
r2
2SN&1 +
c2R2
r2
|{SN&1 |2+ 9#(x),
where 2SN&1 and {SN&1 are the Laplacian and gradient on SN&1,
respectively. Then, if we take sufficiently small c>0, we have that
29#+
?2
4(1+2#)2
9#(x)0 for large R.
Note that, from condition (A4), we have
lim
t  0
f (t)t+
:(R)
1+2:(R)
( f $(t)& f (t)t)=0.
Hence, if we take sufficiently small #>0, we see
2(uR(x)&9#(x))+h(uR(x)&9#(x))
_\ f (uR)uR+ :(R)1+2:(R) ( f $(uR)& f (uR)uR)+ (uR(x)&9#(x))0
when dist(x, SR) is sufficiently large. Then, we take sufficiently large
constants C>0 and D>0 such that
uR(x)&9#(x)0 for x # [ y # 0R | dist(x, SR)>D].
Note that
2 cos \(r&R) ?2(1+2#)+
+\ f (uR)<uR+ :(R)1+2:(R) ( f $(uR)& f (uR)uR)+ cos \
(r&R) ?
2(1+2#)+0,
if dist(x, SR) is sufficiently large. Therefore, by a maximum principle [PW,
Theorem 10], we see that uR(x)9(x) for any x # [ y # 0R | dist( y, SR)
>D]. Hence, since the [uR] is uniformly bounded, we obtain the required
estimate if we take sufficiently large C. K
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Lemma 4.3. Let M be a locally minimal orbital set under the action of a
closed subgroup G of O(N ). Then, it holds that, for any x # M,
lim sup
R  
1(uR)*(xG ) 1 .
Proof. Let k=*(xG ), x # M. Fix a point x # M. Take [g1 , ..., gk]/G
such that [gix | i=1, ..., k]=xG. We can find g0 # O(N ) such that
g0(0, ..., 0, 1)=x. Let UR be a minimal energy solution of problem (2) such
that
UR # H O(N&1) IR ,
and
UR(x1 , ..., xN)UR( y1 , ..., yN)
for x21+ } } } +x
2
N= y
2
1+ } } } + y
2
N and xN yN . Since the Sobole v norm of
UR is uniformly bounded with respect to R, we can easily show that the set
[&UR&L]R bounded, and that U(x1 , ..., xN)  0 uniformly with respect to
R as |R&xN |  . Then, from Lemma 4.2, we have that, for some
constants c, C>0,
UR(x1, ..., xN)C exp(&c |R&xN | ).
Moreover, we have
lim
R  
1(UR)=1 
(refer [Lin]). Hence, defining
UGR(x1 , ..., xN)# :
k
i=1
UR(gi g0(x1 , ..., xN)),
we see that U GR # H
G
R , and that for some t(R) # R with limR   t(R)=1,
1 $(t(R) U GR) t(R) U
G
R=0 and |
0R
/R(t(R) U GR)
p+1 dx1.
From Lemma 4.2, we easily deduce that
lim sup
R  
1(U GR)=k lim sup
R  
1(UR).
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Therefore, it follows that
lim sup
R  
1(uR)lim sup
R  
1(t(R) U GR)=*(xG ) 1 . K
Lemma 4.4. There exists a constant C>0, independent of R, such that
1C&uR &LC.
Proof. It is easy to see that the gradient norm &{uR&L2(0R) is uniformly
bounded with respect to R. Then, from an estimate [By2, Proposition 3.5],
we see that the [&uR&L] are uniformly bounded. From Eq. (6) and
condition (A4), we deduce that for some C>0, independent of R,
|
0R
|{uR | 2&hu2 dxC &uR& p&2L |
0R
u2R dx.
Then, from condition (A1), we deduce that the [&uR&L] are uniformly
bounded away from 0. K
The following lemma say that the (uR) p+1 is concentrated on a small
neighborhood of MR . Proposition 1.4 has a crucial role in the proof.
Lemma 4.5. For a nonnegative minimizer uR of 1R, M , it holds that, for
any $>0 and x0 # M,
lim
R   |0R "M$R (uR)
p+1 dx=0.
Proof. Suppose that our claim is false. Then, for some *>0 and $>0,
there exist [Ri] with limi  Ri= such that
|
[x # 0Ri | dist(x, MRi )$]
(uRi)
p+1 dx*
for any i=1, 2, ... . It is easy to see that $<$0 . Taking a subsequence of [i]
if it is necessary, we can assume that one of vanishing, dichotomy or
compactness in Proposition 1.2 occurs for the sequence [(uRi)
p+1
0R (uRi)
p+1 dx]. For convenience’s sake, we denote Ri by R. First of all,
we claim that the [0R (uR)
p+1 dx] is bounded above and away from zero.
By Lemma 4.3 and Sobole v imbedding theorem, we see that the
[&uR &L2N(N&2)] are bounded. Denote *1(0R) the first eigenvalue of the
Laplace operator &2 with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition on
0R . Then, from Lemma 4.3 and the fact that limR   *1(0R)=?24, we see
that the [&uR &L2] is bounded. Hence, from Ho lder’s inequality, it follows
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that the [&uR &Lp+1] are bounded. On the other hand, if it holds that
lim infR   0R (uR)
p+1 dx=0, from Eq. (6), condition (A4) and an elliptic
estimate [GT, Theorem 8.25], we deduce that lim infR   &uR&L=0.
Then, from Eq. (6) and condition (A4), we see that, for some constant
C>0, independent of R,
|
0R
|{uR | 2&h(uR)2 dxC |
0R
(uR) p+1 dxC &uR& p&1L |
0R
(uR)2 dx
when R is sufficiently large. This implies
lim inf
R  
*1(0R)h?24.
This is contradiction; thus the [&uR&Lp+1] is bounded away from zero.
Then, since the [0R |{uR |
2 dx] is bounded, we deduce by the same
manner with the proof of [Lio2, Lemma 1.1] and [By1, Lemma 4.4]) that
vanishing cannot occur.
Suppose that compactness occurs for [(uR) p+10R (uR)
p+1 dx]. Then,
there exists a sequence [xR]/RN with the following property: for any
=>0, there exists a constant C>0 such that
} |0R & BG(xR , C ) (uR)
p+1 dx&|
0R
(uR) p+1 dx }=.
Here we used the fact that the [&uR &Lp+1] is bounded. From Lemma 4.1
and Lemma 4.4, we see that
2uR+cuR0 for some c.
Then, by an elliptic estimate [GT, Theorem 8.25], we can assume that the
xR is a maximum point of uR . Since the [&uR &Lp+1] is bounded away from
0, from the restriction 0R /R(uR)
p+1 dx1, we can assume that
xR # M $0R "M
$
R .
Taking a subsequence if necessary, we can assume that
x0 # lim
R  
xR|xR | # M $0"M$.
Suppose that *(x0G )=. Then the orbit x0G is a smooth manifold.
Hence, for each |>0 we can find [g1 , ..., gl(|)]/G with lim|  0 l(|)=
such that
| gi } x0& gj } x0 |4| for 1i{ jl(|).
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Since the xR|xR | converges to x0 as R  , we see the following: for each
|>0, there exists R|>0 such that for some [g1 , ..., g l(|)]/G with
lim|  0 l(|)=, it holds that for any RR| ,
| gi } xR|xR |& gj } xR|xR | |2|, 1i{ jl(|).
From an elliptic estimate [GT, Theorem 8.25], we see that
uR(xR)C &uR&L2(0R & B(xR , |R)) ,
where a constant C is independent of R>1. Hence, there exists a constant
c>0 such that for sufficiently large R,
c&uR&L2(0R & B(xR , |R)) .
This implies that for sufficiently large R,
cl(|)&uR &L2(0R) .
Thus, we deduce that
lim sup
R  
&uR &L2(0R)=.
By the Poincare inequality, we see that
lim sup
R  
&{uR&L2(0R)=.
This contradicts Lemma 4.3. Now we assume that
*(x0G )<.
Then we define
|#min[2 |x&x0 | | x # x0G"[x0]] .
Take a radially symmetric function R # C 0 (R
N) such that 0R1,
|{R |4(|R) and
R(x)={10
for |x|R|2
for |x|R|.
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Let *(x0 G)=m$, and x0 G=[x1, ..., xm$]. Since x0 # M $0 "M, we see that
m$>m#*(xG ), x # M. We note that BG(xR , C )/BG(Rx0 , R|2) for
large R. Then, denoting u jR=R( } &Rx
j) uR , j=1, ..., m$, we easily see that
lim
R   |0R |{u
j
R |
2&h(u jR)
2& f (u jR) u
j
R dx=0, for j=1, ..., m$.
Since the [&uR &Lp+1] is bounded away from 0, from condition (A1),
Sobole v imbedding theorem and Ho lder’s inequality, we deduce that
lim inf
R   |0R |{u
i
R |
2&h(u iR)
2 dx>0,
Then, from condition (A3), we deduce that there exists t(R) # R such that
lim
R  
t(R)=1
and
|
0R
|{t(R) u jR |
2&h(t(R) u jR)
2& f (t(R) u jR) t(R) u
j
R dx=0.
Note that supp u iR & supp u
j
R=< for i{ j. Therefore we see that
lim sup
R  
|
0R
1
2
|{uR |2&
h
2
(uR)2&F(uR) dx
lim sup
R  
|
BG(Rx0 , R|)
1
2
|{uR |2&
h
2
(uR)2&F(uR) dx
=lim sup
R  
:
m$
j=1
|
B(Rxj, R|)
1
2
|{t(R) u jR |
2&
h
2
(t(R) u jR)
2&F(t(R) u jR) dx
m$ lim sup
R  
1R>m1 .
This contradicts Lemma 4.3; thus compactness cannot occur.
Suppose that dichotomy occurs for [(uR) p+10R (uR)
p+1 dx]. Then,
there exists * # (0, 1) such that for any =>0, there exist [xR]/RN and
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R0>0 with the following property: for any RR0 , there exist C and CR
with limR   CR= such that
} * |0R (uR)
p+1 dx&|
BG(xR , C )
(uR) p+1 dx }
+ } (1&*) |0R (uR)
p+1 dx&|
0R"BG(xR , CR)
(uR) p+1 dx }=.
Here, we have used the fact that the [&uR&Lp+1] is bounded. Take a
radially symmetric function ,R # C 0 (R
N) such that 0,R1, |{,R |
2(CR&C ) and
,R(x)={10
for x # BG(xR , C )
for x  BG(xR , CR)
Then, multiplying uR(,R)2 both sides of (6) and integrating by parts, we
deduce that for some C independent of R and =,
|
0R
|{,RuR |2 dx
C |
0R
(,R)2 (uR) p+1 dxC* |
0R
(uR) p+1 dx+2C=,
if R is sufficiently large. Then, it follows that
C* |
0R
(uR) p+1 dx+2C=
inf {|0R |{u|
2 dx } |0R u
p+1 dx=|
0R
(,R uR) p+1 dx, u # H 1, 20 (0R)=
\|0R (,RuR)
p+1 dx+
2( p+1)
_inf {|0R |{u|
2 dx } |0R u
p+1 dx=1, u # H 1, 20 (0R)=
\C* |0R (uR)
p+1 dx&2C=+
2( p+1)
1R .
Then, since the [1R] is bounded, we deduce that for some positive
constant #$ independent of R,
* |
0R
(uR) p+1 dx#$.
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Then, since the [0R (uR)
p+1 dx] is bounded away from zero, there exist a
constant #>0, independent of sequence [xR] such that *#. Hence,
repeating this process, we conclude that there exist *1, ..., *n # (0, 1) with
nj=1 *
j=1 such that for any =>0, there exist sequences [x jR]R for each
j=1, ..., n and a constant R0>0 with the following property:
lim
R  
dist(x iR G, x
j
R G)= for i{ j; and
there exist C>0 such that for all R>R0 ,
:
n
j=1 } *
j |
0R
(uR) p+1 dx&|
BG(x
j
R , C )
(uR) p+1 dx }=.
Since the [0R |{uR |
2 dx] is bounded, we can deduce, as in the case of
compactness, that, if R is sufficiently large, then
*(x jR G)< for j=1, ..., n.
Redefining the sequences [x jR]R , j=1, ..., n if it is necessary, we can
assume that for some g jk # G, k=1, ..., mR( j ),
BG(x jR , C )= .
mR( j )
k=1
B(g jk x
j
R , C ),
and that
lim
R  
| g jk x
j
R& g
j
k$ x
j
R |= for k{k$, j=1, ..., n,
where mR( j )#*(x jR G ), that is, the number of elements of x
j
R G. Since we
have
|
0R
/R(uR) p+1 dx1,
we can assume that
[x jR]R /M
$0
R , j=1, ..., n.
We can assume that the $0 is small so that for any x # M and each
y # M$0 "M, there exists an integer l>1 such that
*( yG )=l*(xG ).
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(Refer [HL, Corollary in Sect. 2 of Chap. 1].) Let l( j )=*(x jR G )*(xG )
for j=1, ..., n. We denote
m#*(xG), x # M.
For each t # [1, ..., m], we define
X tR #[g
j
k x
j
R | j=1, ..., n and k=l( j )(t&1)+1, ..., l( j ) t].
We note that the number of elements of X tR is bigger than 1 and independent
of t # [1, ..., m]. Define
DR #2 min[ |x& y| | x{ y and x, y # X 1R _ } } } _ X mR].
We note that limR   DR=. We find a radially symmetric function
,R # C 0 (R
N) such that 0,R1,
,R(x)={10
for x # B(0, DR 2)
for x  B(0, DR)
and |{,R |4DR . Then, for any z # RN, we define ,zR # C

0 (R
N) by ,zR( y)
=,R( y&z). By a simple estimation, we deduce that there exists a constant
C(=) with lim=  0 C(=)=0 such that
} :
m
t=1
:
z # XtR
|
0R
|{(uR ,zR)|
2&h(uR,zR)
2& f (uR ,zR) uR,
z
R dx }C(=).
Note that the quantity
:
z # X tR
|
0R
|{(uR,zR)|
2&h(uR ,zR)
2& f (uR ,zR) uR ,
z
R dx
is independent of t # [1, ..., m]. Then, since it holds that
lim inf
R   |0R |{(uR ,
z
R)|
2&h(uR,zR)
2 dx>0
for any z # X 1R _ } } } _ X
m
R , by condition (A3) there is a constant s(=) # R
with lim=  0 s(=)=1 such that
:
z # X tR
|
0R
|{(s(=) uR,zR)|
2&h(s(=) uR ,zR)
2& f (s(=) uR,zR) s(=) uR,
z
R dx=0
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for any t # [1, ..., m]. Take any zR # X 1R . Since the integrals
|
0R
|{(s(=) uR,zRR )|
2&h(s(=) uR,zRR )
2& f (s(=) uR,zRR ) s(=) uR ,
zR
R dx
are uniformly bounded with respect to R, we can assume that, taking a
subsequence if it is necessary,
#R #|
0R
|{(s(=) uR ,zRR )|
2&h(s(=) uR,zRR )
2
& f (s(=) uR,zRR ) s(=) uR ,
zR
R dx  #
as R  . If #=0, we easily deduce that
lim inf
R  
1(uR)2m lim
R  
1R>m1 .
This contradicting Lemma 4.3, we can assume that #{0. Then, we deduce
that there exist constants C(=) with lim=  0 C(=)=0 such for any =>0, it
holds that for sufficiently large R>0,
1(uR)+C(=)
m inf {1(u) } |0R+ |{u|
2&hu2& f (u) u dx=#R , u # H +R "[0]=
+m inf {1(u) } |0R& |{u|
2&hu2& f (u) u dx=&#R , u # H &R "[0]= ,
where 0\R #[(x1 , ..., xN) # 0R | xNy0] and H
\
R #H
1, 2
0 (0
\
R ), respectively.
For convenience’s sake, we can assume that #>0. Now, we consider the
minimization problems,
J\R #inf {1(u) } |0R\ |{u|
2&hu2& f (u) u dx=\#R , u # H \R "[0]= ,
respectively. By standard arguments, we see that for large R, there exist
nonnegative minimizers u\ of J \R , respectively. we claim that the
[ |u\|C1, :] and the [0R\ |{u
\
R |
2&h(u\R )
2 dx] are bounded, and that the
[ |u\R |L] is bounded away from 0.
We investigate the properties of u+R and u
&
R , separately. Denoting
G\(u)#|
0R
\
|{u| 2&hu2& f (u) u dx,
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from condition (A3), we see that
G
&(u&R )
du
, u&R =&2#R&|0R& f $(u
&
R )(u
&
R )
2& f (u&R ) u
&
R dx{0.
Hence, there exists a Lagrange multiplier w&R # R such that
2u&R +hu
&
R + f (u
&
R )+w
&
R (22u
&
R +2hu
&
R + f $(u
&
R ) u
&
R + f (u
&
R ))=0.
Rewriting the above equation, we see that
2u&R +hu
&
R + f (u
&
R )+
w&R
1+2w&R
( f $(u&R ) u
&
R & f (u
&
R ))=0. (7)
It is obvious that J &R is uniformly bounded with respect to R. Since we
have, from condition (A3),
|
0R
&
1
2
|{u|2&
1
2
hu2&F(u) dx
|
0R
&
1
2
|{u| 2&
1
2
hu2&
%
1+%
f (u) u dx
=\ 1&%2(1+%) |0R&+ ( |{u
&
R |
2&h(u&R )
2) dx&
%
1+%
#R ,
we see that the [0R& |{u
&
R |
2&h(u&R )
2 dx] is bounded. Note that from
Eq. (7), we see that
&#&R =
w&R
1+2w&R |0R&
f $(u&R )(u
&
R )
2& f (u&R ) u
&
R dx.
This implies that w&R (1+2w
&
R )<0. Moreover, from condition (A3) and
above equality, it follows that
&#&R =
w&R
1+2w&R |0R&
f $(u&R )(u
&
R )
2& f (u&R ) u
&
R dx

w&R
1+2w&R |0R& \
1
%
&1+ f (u&R ) u&R dx

w&R
1+2w&R
1&%
% \#&R +|0R& |{u
&
R |
2&h(u&R )
2 dx+ .
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Then we see that the [ |w&R (2w
&
R +1)|] is bounded. Then, by an L
-
estimate (refer [By2, Proposition 3.5]), the [ |u&R | L] is bounded. Denote
*1(0) the first eigenvalue of the Laplace operator &2 with homogeneous
Dirichlet boundary condition on a domain 0. Since it holds that *1(0&R )
*1(0R), from condition (A1), we see that lim infR   *1(0&R )h. Then,
from condition (A4) and Eq. (7), we easily deduce that the [ |u&R | L] is
bounded away from 0. Furthermore, by a bootstrap argument and a C1, :-
elliptic estimate(refer [GT]), the [ |u&R | C1, :(0
&
R )|] is bounded for some
: # (0.1).
Next, we derive the boundedness properties for u+R . We can show that
the boundedness of [0R | {u
+
R |
2&h(u+R )
2 dx] by a similar manner as in
the case of u&R . Suppose that we have
dG+
du
(u+R )=0,
that is,
22u+R +2hu
+
R + f $(u
+
R ) u
+
R + f (u
+
R )=0.
Then, by a similar manner in the case of u&R , we can deduce that the
[ |u+R |C1, :] is bounded for some : # (0, 1), and that the [ |u
+
R |L] is
bounded away from 0. If it holds that
dG+
du
(u+R ){0,
then there exists a Lagrange multiplier w+R # R
N such that
2u+R +hu
+
R + f (u
+
R )+w
+
R (22u
+
R +2hu
+
R + f $(u
+
R ) u
+
R + f (u
+
R ))=0.
Rewriting the above equation, we see that
2u+R +hu
+
R + f (u
+
R )+
w+R
1+2w+R
( f $(u+R ) u
+
R & f (u
+
R ))=0. (8)
Then we deduce that
w+R (1+2w
+
R )>0.
From condition (A3) and Eq. (8), we deduce that
w+R
1+2w+R
1&%
% |0R+
f (u+R )(u
+
R ) dx#R .
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Suppose that the [w+R (1+2w
+
R )] is not bounded. Then, taking a
subsequence of [R] if it is necessary, we see that
lim
R   |0R+
f (u+R ) u
+
R dx=0.
Then, from condition (A3), it follows that
|
0R
+
F(u+R ) dx  0 as R  .
This implies that
lim
R  
1(u+R )=#2.
On the other hand, we can take vR # H 1, 20 (0
+
R ) & H
1, 2
0 (B((0, ..., 0, R), 1))
such that
|
0R
+
|{vR | 2&h(vR)2& f (vR) vR dx=#R ,
and that, for some positive constant C independent of R,
|
0R
+
f (vR) vR dxC.
Then, it follows that
1(vR)
1
2 |0R+
|{vR |2&h(vR)2 dx&
%
1+% |0R+
f (vR) vR dx
=
#R
2
+\12&
%
1+%+ |0R+ f (vR) vR dx

#R
2
+\ 1&%2(1+%)+ C.
This implies that
lim inf
R  
J +R 
#
2
+\12&
%
1+%+ C.
This is a contradiction. Hence, the [w+R (1+2w
+
R )] is bounded. Then,
by a similar manner as in the case of u&R , we see that the [ |u
+
R |C 1, :] is
bounded for some : # (0, 1), and that the [ |u\R |L] is bounded away from 0.
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Moreover, by a moving planes method, we can show that u\R (x1 , ...,
xN&1 , xN) depend only on s=- x21+ } } } +x2N&1 and xN , and that
\xN
s2+x2N
du\R
ds
(x1 , ..., xN&1 , xN)+
s
s2+x2N
du\R
dxN
(x1 , ..., xN&1 , xN)>0
for (x1 , ..., xN&1 , xN) # 0\R and x
2
1+ } } } +x
2
N&1 {0. In fact, in the standard
moving planes method, we take planes [H x*] for each x # S
N&1, where
H x*#[ y # RN | (x, y) =*],
and vary * # R. On the other hand, for the domains 0\R , we take planes
[P x%]% # [0, ?2] ([P
x
%]% # [&?2, 0]]) for each x # S
N&2#[(x1 , ..., xN) # SN&1 |
xN=0], respectively, where
P x*#[ y # R
N | ( y, (0, ..., 0, cos %)&x sin %) =0],
and vary %; thus we rotate the planes. Starting the planes P x% from %=0 for
each x # S N&2, by the same procedure with standard moving planes method,
we can prove the symmetric property of u\R (refer [By, Proposition 3.1],
[BeN] and [L]).
By an elliptic estimate [GT, Theorem 8.25], we see that u\R (x1 , ..., xN)
 0 uniformly with respect to R as |\R&xN |  , respectively. We take
a coordinate system (r, %R1 , ..., %
R
N&1) as follows:
x1=r sin(%RN&1 R),
x2=r cos(%RN&1 R) sin(%
R
N&2 R),
b
xN&1=r cos(%RN&1 R) } } } cos(%
R
2 R) sin(%
R
1 R),
xN=r cos(%RN&1 R) } } } cos(%
R
2 R) cos(%
R
1 R),
where r=- x21+ } } } +x2N#(R&1, R+1), %R1 # (&R?, R?) and %Ri # (&R?2,
R?2) for i=2, ..., N&1. Then, it follows that
dx=\ rR+
N&1
cos(%R2 R) cos
2(%R3 R) } } } cos
N&2(%RN&1 R) dr d%
R
1 } } } d%
R
N&1
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and
|{ } |2= }  }r }
2
+\Rr +
2 1
cos2(%R2 R) } } } cos
2(%RN&1 R) }
 }
%R1 }
2
+\Rr +
2 1
cos2(%R3 R) } } } cos
2(%RN&1R) }
}
%R2 }
2
+ } } }
+\Rr +
2 1
cos2(%RN&1R) }
 }
%RN&2 }
2
+\Rr +
2
}  }%RN&1 }
2
.
Then, we have
|
0R
\
|{u\R |
2 dx=|
R+1
R&1
|
R?2
&R?2
} } } |
R?2
&R?2
|
R?
&R?
X1 } u
\
R
%R1 }
2
+X2 } u
\
R
%R2 }
2
+ } } }
+XN&1 } u
\
R
%RN&1 }
2
+XN } u
\
R
r }
2
d%R1 d%
R
2 } } } %
R
N&1 dr,
where for each i # [1, ..., N], the function Xi=Xi (r, %R2 , ..., %
R
N&1) depends
only on r, %R2 , ..., %
R
N&1 and is positive on [R&1, R+1]_(&R?2, R?2)
_ } } } _(&R?2, R?2). We showed that the [0R\ |u
\
R |
2&h(u\R )
2 dx] and
the [ |u\R |C 1, :(0R\)] are bounded, and that the [ |u
\
R |L] is bounded away
from 0, Then, from the equation for u\R , we deduce that there exist
l, r0 , r1>0 and x\#(0, ..., 0, \R\), R\ # (R&1, R+1) with the following
property: for any R>1, it holds that
{u
\
R (x)l
u\R (x)l2
for |x&x\|<r0
for |x&x\|>r1 ,
respectively. Then, we deduce that there exist D>0 with the following
property:
|
R?
&R?
X1 } u
\
R
%R1 }
2
d%R1 D for - (r&R\)2+(%R2 )2+ } } } +(%RN&1)2D.
Define
wR(x)={u
+
R (x)
u&R (x)
for x # 0+R ,
for x # 0&R .
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Then, denoting w*R the Steiner symmetrization of wR with respect to %R1 =0,
by Proposition 1.5, there exists D*>0 such that
|
0R
|{wR |2 dxD*+|
0R
|{w*R |2 dx.
Since we have
|
0R
|{wR |2&h(wR)2& f (wR) wR dx=0,
it follows that
|
0R
|{w*R |2&h(w*R)2& f (w*R) w*R dx&D*<0.
Consider the function
g(t)#|
0R
|{tw*R |2&h(tw*R)2& f (tw*R) tw*R dx.
Then, from condition (A3), it follows that
g$(t)=|
0R
2t |{w*R | 2&2th(w*R)2& f (tw*R) w*R& f $(tw*R) t(w*R)2 dx
=2tg(1)+|
0R
2tf (w*R) w*R& f (tw*R) w*R& f $(tw*R) t(w*R)2 dx
<0 for t1.
Thus it holds that
g(t)<0 for small t1.
By condition (A4), it holds that g(t)>0 for sufficiently small t>0. Since
we have g(1)<0, there exists t(R) # (0, 1) such that g(t(R))=0. From
condition (A4), we see that limt  0 f (t)t=0. Then, since h<?24 and
limR   *1(0R)=?24, we deduce that the [t(R)] is bounded away from 0,
that is, t(R)t0 for some t0>0. We note that
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|
0R
1
2
|{t(R) w*R| 2&
h
2
(t(R) w*R)2&F(t(R) w*R) dx
=
(t(R))2
2 |0R |{w*R |
2 dx&|
0R
h
2
(t(R) wR)2+F(t(R) wR) dx
&
(t(R))2
2
D*+
(t(R))2
2 |0R |{wR |
2 dx
&|
0R
h
2
(t(R) wR)2+F(t(R) wR) dx
=&
(t(R))2
2
D*+|
0R
(t(R))2
2
f (wR) wR&F(t(R) wR) dx.
Denoting C(t)#0R
t2
2 f (wR) wR&F(twR) dx, from condition (A3), we see
that
C$(t)=|
0R
tf (wR) wR& f (twR) wR dx>0 for t # (0, 1).
Hence, it holds that
|
0R
1
2
|{t(R) w*R |2&
h
2
(t(R) w*R)2&F(t(R) w*R) dx
&
(t(R))2
2
D*+|
0R
1
2
f (wR) wR dx&F(wR) dx
=&
(t(R))2
2
D*+|
0R
1
2
|{wR | 2&
h
2
(wR)2&F(wR) dx.
Then, we deduce that
lim inf
R  
1(uR)m lim inf
R  
1(wR)

m(t0)2
2
D*+lim inf
R  
m1(t(R) w*R)

m(t0)2
2
D*+m lim inf
R  
inf
_[1(u) | 1 $(u) u=0, u # H 1, 20 (0R)"[0]]
=
m(t0)2
2
D*+m1 ,
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where
1 $(u) u=|
0R
|{u| 2&hu2& f (u) u dx.
This contradicts Lemma 4.3. Thus dichotomy cannot occur. We have
concluded a contradiction for each case of compactness, dichotomy and
vanishing. This is a contradiction. This completes Lemma 4.5. K
Now we have prepared the necessary lemmata to prove our main result.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Lemma 4.5 says that for any $>0,
lim
R   |0R"M R$2
(uR) p+1 dx=0.
Then, for any x # 0R "M $, we see that
|
0R & B(x, 1)
(uR) p+1 dx  0 as R  .
By an elliptic estimate [GT, Theorem 8.25], we deduce that
uR(x)  0 as dist(x, M $2)  .
Then, by Lemma 4.2, we see that for sufficiently large R,
|
0R
/R(uR) p+1 dx<1.
Then, it follows that
:(R)=;(R)=0;
thus the uR is a solution of our problem (2). Take yR # 0R such that
uR( yR)=max
x # 0R
u(x).
We claim that dist( yR , MR) is bounded with respect to R. To the contrary,
for some subsequence of R, (for convenience’s sake, we denote the
subsequence again by [R]), we assume that
dist( yR , MR)   as R  ,
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and that one of compactness, dichotomy or vanishing in Proposition 1.2
occurs for
{ f (uR) uR<|0R f (uR) uR dx= .
Since
|
0R
|{uR | 2&hu2R dx=|
0R
f (uR) uR dx,
from Lemma 4.3-4 and an elliptic estimate [GT, Theorem 8.25], we can
deduce easily that the [0R f (uR) uR dx] is bounded from above and away
from 0. We note that there exists some c>0 such that
f (t) tct%+1% for t0.
Then, form Lemma 4.4 and an elliptic estimate [GT, Theorem 8.25], we
can show easily that vanishing cannot occur. Also, from Lemma 4.5 and the
fact that uR is a solution of (2), we can show, following a standard proce-
dure as in [Lio1-2], that dichotomy cannot occur. Thus, there exist points
[xR] such that for any =>0, there exists C>0 with the property
|1&|0R & BG(xR , C) f (uR) uR dx|
0R
f (uR) uR dx|<=.
Thus, there exists c>0, independent of =, such that for any
x # 0R"BG(xR , C+1),
|0R & B(x, 12) f (uR) uR dxc=.
Then, from an elliptic estimate [GT, Theorem 8.25], we see that
uR(x)  0 as dist(x, xR G)  .
Moreover, from Lemma 4.5 we see that
dist( yR| yR |, M )  0 as R  .
Then, since the [uR( yR)] is bounded away from 0, we can assume that
xR= yR . Find zR # M such that
dist( yR| yR |, zR)=dist( yR| yR |, M ).
From definition of a minimal orbital set we see that *( yR G )>*(zRG ).
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First, we consider a case of *( yR G )<. We define
_#2min[dist(x, xG"[x])|x # M]>0.
We can assume that $0<_. Let GzR be an isotropy subgroup of G at zR ,
that is, GzR=[g # G| g } zR=zR]. Then, we see that the GzR acts on
B(zR , _) & ( yR | yR | ) G, where B(zR , _) is a ball in S N&1 with center zR
and radius _. Denote
[w1R , ..., w
k
R]=( yR | yR | ) GzR & B(zR , _),
where k may depend on R. From definition of a minimal orbital set, we see
that k>1. Denote y iR=w
i
R | yR | for i=1, ..., k. We claim that
lim inf
R  
max[ | y iR& y
j
R | |1i{ jk]>0.
Suppose that
lim inf
R  
max[ | y iR& y
j
R | |1i{ jk]=0.
Taking a subsequence of [R] if it is necessary, we can assume that
max[ | y iR& y
j
R | |1i{ jk]  0 as R  . (9)
Let # iR be a geodesic circle in S
N&1 connecting zR and w iR . Find s
i
R # #
i
R
such that dist(zR , s iR)=$0 2 and dist(w
i
R , s
i
R)<$0 2. For i=1, ..., k, let v
i
R
be a unit tangent vector of # iR at zR . Then, since we have
dist( yR , MR)   as R  ,
from (9) we see that
lim
R  0
max
1i, jk
<v iR , v
j
R>=0.
This implies that
max[ |s iR&s
j
R | |1i{ jk]  0 as R  .
Hence there exists a point s # SN&1 such that dist(s, M )=$0 2 and
lim inf
R  
max[ |s&s iR | |1ik]=0.
It is obvious that
g } s=s for any g # GzR .
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This implies that
*(sG )=*(xG ) for any x # M.
This contradicts the definition of a minimal orbital set. Thus we see that
lim inf
R  
max[ | y iR& y
j
R | |1i{ jk]>0.
Take i, j # [1, ..., k] such that
lim inf
R  
| y iR& y
j
R |>0.
Let BN&1(0, C ) be a ball in RN&1 with center 0 and radius C. Then, we
define a map 8R : (&1, 1)_BN&1(0, R&1)  0R as follows: for ( y, y") #
(&1, 1)_BN&1(0, R&1),
8R( y, y")=(- (R+ y)2&| y"| 2, y"). (10)
Find oi , oj # O(N ) such that
oi } (R, 0 } } } , 0)=
R
| y iR |
y iR , oj } (R, 0, ..., 0)=
R
| y jR |
y jR .
Then, we define
8 iR=o i } 8R , 8
j
R=o j } 8R .
By Lemma 4.4 and elliptic estimates(refer [GT]), we see that the
[ | |uR | |C2, :(0R)] is bounded. Then, we see that there exist solutions V i , Vj of
problem (3) such that, for each bounded set B/[&1, 1]_RN&1,
lim inf
R  
&uR b 8 iR&Vi&C2(B)+&uR b 8
j
R&Vj&C2(B)=0,
and that
Vi (x), Vj (x)  0 as |x|  .
Then, from the symmetric properties of the Vi ( y, } ), Vj ( y, } ) in Proposition
1.4, we see that
dist( y iR , y
j
R)   as R  .
This implies that for any x # M,
lim
R  
1(uR)2*(xG ) 1 .
This contradicts Lemma 4.3.
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Second, we consider the case of *( yRG )=. Suppose that
max[ |x& y| |x, yare contained in a same component of yR G]  
as R  . Then, by a similar method as in the proof of Lemma 4.5, we can
deduce that
lim
R  
1(uR)=.
This is a contradiction. Suppose that the mumber
max[ |x& y| |x, yare contained in a same component of yR G]
is bounded with respect to R. We note that
uR(x)  0as dist(x, yR G )  .
Consider a map 8R : (&1, 1)_BN&1(0, R&1)  0R defined in (10). Find
o # O(N ) such that o } (R, 0, ..., 0)= R| yR |yR . Then we define
80R=o } 8R .
By a similar method as before, we see that there exists a solution V of
problem (3) such that, for each bounded set B/[&1, 1]_RN&1,
&uR b 80R&V&C2(B)  0 as R  ,
and that
V(x)  0 as |x|  .
It is easy to see that there exists y0 # (&1, 1) such that, denoting s# | y"|,
2V
s2
( y0 , 0)<0.
On the other hand, it holds that, denoting y0R #8
0
R( y0 , 0), for any
! # Ty0R y
0
R G,
2uR
!2
( y0R)=0.
This is a contradiction This shows that the dist( yR , MR) is bounded with
respect to R.
We found a zR # M such that dist ( yR | yR |, M )=dist (zR , M). Then, we
see that RzR # MR . Find e # O(N ) such that e } (R, 0, ..., 0)=RzR . Then, we
define 8eR=e } 8R , where 8R was defined in (10). Similarly as in above, we
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deduce that there exists a solution V of problem (3) such that, for each
bounded set B/[&1, 1]_RN&1,
&uR b 8eR&V&C2(B)  0 as R  ,
and that
V(x)  0 as |x|  .
Then, from the monotonicity and the symmetric property of V in Proposi-
tion1.3, we deduce that
*( yR | yR |GzR)=1 for sufficiently large R.
This implies that yR | yR | # M for sufficiently large R. This proves (ii) of
Theorem 3.1. Then, by Lemma 4.2 we obtain (i) of Theorem 3.1. From
Lemma 4.3, the boundedness of the [ |uR|C2, :] and the fact that yR # MR for
large R, we easily deduce (iii) of Theorem 3.1. K
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have found several solutions which are related to the structural
properties of orbits space under the action of a closed subgroup G of O(N ).
We do not say that the locally or globally minimal energy solutions found
in section 4 are all possible solutions of (2) which are contained in H GR . It
seems that there are many other types of solutions which are close to a
finite sum of locally minimal energy solutions of (2) in H GR . There are
related works [AL], [CR], [G1], [G2] and [Se]. The methodology used
in [AL], [CR], [G1], [G2] and [Se] can not be applied directly in our
case since limiting problem is different. Furthermore, it seems that each
solution of (2) is close to finite sums of certain locally or globally minimal
energy solutions in H GR for some closed subgroup G of O(N ). In this sense,
it would be very interesting to investigate what types of functions can be
a solution of (2).
In a forthcoming paper, the solutions of (2) in H GR due to a critical action
of G on SN&1 will be studied when *(xG )= for any x # S N&1.
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